
Conditions valid until 30-04-2022 for new TV customers with M4 packages. Surface GO3 128 GB: conditions of purchase in installments for eligible customers and new subscriptions to M4 with 
speeds from 200Mbps. With: M4 payment upfront €153, €15 administrative cost, subscription to electronic billing, Direct Debit, and 24-month contract. Limited to existing stock. MEO only guarantees 

these advantages for subscriptions made through this number or through your in-company commercial managers. VAT included at the current legal rate.

SURFACE
GO 3 128GB

MEO PARTNERSHIPS

KEYBOARD CASE INCLUDED
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/MONTH

ONLY 
€9,92

TALK TO YOUR COMMERCIAL MANAGER
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MEMBERSHIP OFFERS: Offer of the 1st MEO monthly fee (except for M3 at € 29,99/month); Installation and activation part of the offer. SPORT TV offer: in the M3 packages, SPORT TV HD offer for new TV 
customers, for only + €1/month. In the M4 packages, SPORT TV HD is included for new TV customers. After installing the package, 6 months of Sport TV HD are allocated. Cumulative with the other 
campaigns inforce.

Join up to packages and benefits presented is only with a 24 month contract. Monthly fee for packages includes a €1/month discount for subscriptions to electronic billing during this period. Mobile phone 
packages include a €20 discount and other TV packages include a €10 discount, applied to the base price of the monthly fee for each package.  (1) Minutes and SMS included for national networks (numbers 
starting with 2,3 and 9) in Portugal and roaming in the European Economic Area (EEA). Beyond that, charges will be 20 cents/min or SMS. It does not include MMS, communications to 760, 808, 707 
numbers, customer support, international and roaming (not included in the limits), which will be charged on the bill. Internet on mobile phones (for use in Portugal and roaming in the EEA) is charged in 
blocks of 10KB. After reaching the Internet limit, daily use costs €1,99.  (2) Mobile Internet for use on a router, PC or tablet, in Portugal and for roaming in the EEA. In the 10GB, 30GB, 60GB and All Included 
in roaming in the EEA and UK, there will be a Responsible Use Policy (RUP) of 5,20GB, 10,50GB, 13,70GB, e 20,20GB, respectively. On exceeding the RUP, the traffic consumed will be deducted from your 
national limit, plus € 0,0031/MB. All Included: MEO will adopt measures to restrict the speed of Internet access, whenever it needs to ensure the minimum levels of quality of use, guarantee the security 
and integrity of the network and to avoid the depletion of its capacity.

Offers connected to electronic billing and Direct Debit services assume that they will remain the same for 24 months under the penalty of being charged these amounts on the MEO bill. The current 
conditions presented are for the new join up of consumer partnership customers until 30.04.2022 and cannot be combined with other current campaigns. VAT included at the
rate of 23%.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL FREE

800 207 918
(working days, from 9am to 9pm)

Exclusive membership channel for partnerships

Mobile Internet for PC/Tablet in M4 and M3 packages

+ €8 /month (2)
10GB

+ €15 €7,50 /month (2)
30GB

+ €20/month (2)
60GB

+ €30/month (2)
ALL TRAFFIC INCLUDED

Maximum network speed

MEO FIBER PACKAGES

If you add more cards, you receive up to 4x more plafond of net
on all mobile phones, for 24 months.

1.000 | 200 Mbps

Calls included

month€9,00 DISCOUNT INCLUDED
FOR 24 MONTHS

Pack Standard
+ Extra Channels

Calls included

500 | 100 Mbps

€8,00 DISCOUNT INCLUDED
FOR 24 MONTHS

month

Pack Standard
+ Extra Channels

€52 ,99
MONTH5G READY

€60,99
MONTH €64,99

MONTH

€55,99
MONTH

10GB
Maximum network speed

3.500 minutes + 3.500 SMS (1)

10GB
Maximum network speed

3.500 minutes + 3.500 SMS (1)

€29,99
MONTH €32,99

MONTH €36 ,99
MONTH

500 | 100 Mbps 1.000 | 200 Mbps200 | 100 Mbps

Pack Standard Channels

Calls included Calls included Calls included

Pack Standard
+ Extra Channels

Pack Standard
+ Extra Channels

€8,00 DISCOUNT INCLUDED
FOR 24 MONTHS

month month€8,00 DISCOUNT INCLUDED
FOR 24 MONTHS

€8,00 DISCOUNT INCLUDED
FOR 9 MONTHS

month

€37,99
MONTH €40,99

MONTH €44,99
MONTH

OFFER 6 MONTHS SPORT TV HD

6 MONTHS SPORT TV HD FOR ONLY +€1/MONTH




